
DIVAS DOLLS & DIMES 
TIME TO SHINE

BY HOLLY WOODS



Performing is a
 Artform

BABY  YOU ARE  AN  ART I ST
We lcome  to  a  Hone s t l y  Awe some  New Ca ree r
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EXOTIC DANCER MANUAL



CLOSE YOUE EYES AND CLICK YOUR HEELS 
TOGETHER 3 TIMES AND REPEAT AFTER ME!

We are NOT a STRIP CLUB!
We are NOT a STRIP CLUB!
We are NOT a STRIP CLUB!

NOW OPEN YOUR EYES!
ARE YOU A STRIPPER?

If you don't know what's REALLY going by now let me fill you in.
We are pioneering a venture back into an era when entertainment
held a different value during times of economic depression.
Due to Covid, all strong small businesses must reconsider their
position in the market they're in. The Adult entertainment industry
as a whole has been taken a downward dive for 21 years now and
if you are only 21 years old honey you missed the good ol days
BUT
Guess the Fuck What? Were going to bring that back and better
than ever. HOW? with ADULT LIVE THEATER! We strip (no pun
intended)  the old mentality of STRIP CLUB and erased from
human existence as we embark into the future of Adult
entertainment. You will be known from here on out as the
BAD ASS,  DANCER GODDESS, LOCAL CELEBRITY,
SUPERHERO, PROFESSIONAL LIVE THEATER PERFORMERS
(BADGLCSHPLTP for short) that you have always been, in an
industry that couldn't foretell your future. 

I've been in this business well over 20 years and I've seen it
firsthand decline with the advent of the internet, then social media,
and now A DEADLY AIRBORNE VIRUS. WTF right?

We at Pole Control Studios have prepared for the last 13 years
hosting classes and parties, mostly for women, with the realization
of the lost art of exotic performing being the center of Strip Club
News. Hosting this business in fitness the adult industry always
has it's hand in every business, especially fitness. We've always
embraced this industry with full open arms because I'll never
denounce where I came from, nor where I'm going.

ADULT THEATER PERFORMER

WHAT IS LIVE THEATER 

There’s money to be made in Exotic Performance
Art. Basic experience can get you paid $10-20/h
starting, plus bonuses for club incentives. Advanced
performers with an understanding of this business
can earn $50-70/h and get paid more for additional
participation in group performances and Features.
Performers can Feature at multiple time slots,
increasing their earning potential.

Moreover, performers can teach and assist as studio
monitor at  the pole fitness studio if they believe in
their ability to market and help attract new students.
They also collect significant income from teaching
private classes, which cost as much as classes at the
studio.

NOTE: Create your class/work schedule
and share it publicly on social media.
Customers can see the schedule and book
and pay for  tickets to your show or your
private classes in a few simple clicks.

Professional Performer/Instructor Pay Is
Dependent On Creating a Dedicated Schedule.



BECOMING A TRAINEE PERFORMER

 Passion & Experience Needed,
 No Formal Qualifications in the beginning. However we
would love to prepare you for a future career not a
temporary job.

There is already a wealth of information available online,
and future performers can download courses that will give
them insights about  performing, teaching or learning to
pole. You will also find all the information you need to open
your own business.

But we guide you in your training for the new Professional
position we ask you to perform. Most showgirls perform in
Casino driven economies like in Las Vegas due to the
additional income patrons are willing to invest in their
entertainment. 70% of Las Vegas visitors visit from the
East coast 35%  in particular from New England and
surrounding areas. Hard working Americans seeking good
dining, entertainment and gaming.

Top performance  theaters will demand a set weekly
schedule + 2-3 years experience working as a performer
and a 1k or more social media following if you want to have
a packed house with guaranteed income.

Pro Tip: If you do choose to be a headliner, sign up for
VIP Tuition courses and begin taking classes at Pole
Control Studios in Hartford. Build your brand and
portfolio with the 78 as we build our training facility for
you to continue your training. You will need to spend at
least six months taking pole classes on your own before
you’re allowed to attend an instructor course. You also
may register for Group Exercise/ Gym Instructor to
attain ACE or AFAA CECs.

WHAT DO I NEED

Safety First
The downside to all of this is you'll need active
exercising as your tool for strength, flexibility
and agility for the 15-25 minute show sets you'll
perform.

Think about it; if you’re a pole fitness student,
you  risk injury. As an instructor, a single injury
could mean you lose your livelihood and have
to stop teaching. As a performer Small injuries
could mean you won’t be able to perform
temporarily while large ones could keep you out
of work for all eternity.

You have to be alert at all times and watch
yourself not to repeat identical motions
hundreds of times as this might put a strain
on certain muscle groups and cause them to
snap. Injuries happen on the dance floor, and
the untrained performer is the most prone to
injury. Be careful with each stage set and put
safety first.



FREE TUITION FOR NEW SCHOLARS

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS 

You Can Become A Social Influencer

Time is money so a quick 4  or 8 hour shift will
give you scalability and a net understanding of
your times worth. Your hustle doesn’t stop when
your show ends. You’ll have to perform public
demos, respond to DMs on social media, talk to
fans before/after performances. It's important to be
a part of your local arts and dance community.
Get it out of your head! YOU ARE NOT A
STRIPPER! You are a L.A.R.P (Live Action Role
Player) Your abundance of skills are needed now
to save the world from death by boredom.

Fortunately, for us our fans are some of the most
open-minded loyal guests you will ever meet,
which means many of them will spread the word
about you and your performances. Which will
increase your visibility and grow your social media
brand tremendously.

Why training is the way to go

Pole fitness students tend to be in top shape from
the frequent workouts. You’ll get more in shape as
you spend days exercising and learning about pole
fitness. 

Daily exercise will have positive effects on your
body, and you will admire the figure you’ve
obtained. Not only will there be health benefits and
aesthetic improvements, but your self-confidence
will increase as well. WE NEED THAT ON STAGE!

Training in Pole fitness, Lyra, Chair Dancing,
Floorwerk, Twerk, Ect will better prepare you for
performing amazing adult themed shows with your
new co workers. Hosting a training facility on
premise gives you a canvas to your performers
personna. Guests and potential fans will have more
interest in your stage sets if you offer a compelling
back story.



DON'T HAVE SOCIAL MEDIA?

CONS:
Social media posts cannot be entirely deleted.

Social media can endanger our military, journalists and
activists.

Social media use is associated with personality and
brain disorders.

Students who are heavy social media users tend to
have lower grades.

Social media can exacerbate feelings of disconnect and
put children at higher risk for anxiety, depression, low
self-esteem, eating disorders and even suicide.

Criminals can use social media to commit and promote
crimes.

Social media can be a drain on time and use up hours
that you can’t get back.

Advertising practices of social media sites may create
an invasion of privacy.

Social media facilitates sexting, which can lead to
revenge porn, criminal charges and a proliferation of
personal images.

Social media use can cause personality and brain
disorders, ADHD and self-centered personalities—
particularly in youth.

ARE YOU LAZY CRAZY OR A WITCH?

PROS:
Messaging on social media sites can lead to face-to-face
interactions when plans are made via the sites.
Social media increases voter participation and facilitates
political change.

Social media helps reduce loneliness of senior citizens
who are socially isolated.

Social media allows for quick diffusion of public health
and safety information during crisis events.

The U.S. military and the Department of Veterans Affairs
use social media to help prevent suicide.
Social media can help disarm social stigmas like anxiety
or depression.

Crowdsourcing on social media allows people to attain a
goal, empowering users to achieve positive change.

Social media provides academic research to a wider
audience, allowing people access to previously
inaccessible educational resources.

Social media sites can help improve overall well-being
by providing users with a large social group creating a
“contagion” effect.

Professional networking sites like LinkedIn greatly assist
companies to find personnel and job seekers to find
work.

STEPS YOU MAKE



Sounds like a double edge sword. The addiction to sex workers has to be tied into a DNA strand of
an addictive behavior gene. Addictions are a diverse set of common, complex diseases that are to
some extent tied together by shared genetic and environmental etiological factors. They are
frequently chronic, with a relapsing/remitting course. Genetic studies and other analyses
clarifying the origins of addiction help destigmatize addiction, leading to more prompt treatment.

The great thing about being a
cabaret dancer is all the attention
you'll get. The bad thing about
being a cabaret dancer is ALL the
attention you'll get.



SAFETY & SECURITY

Gentlemen's Club/Strip Club
NOT being a strip club is one of the best ways for the
safety and security measure for dancers to escalate.
The misconception of what these establishments
offer has been tarnished by many decades of mis
management and poor ownership. It's led to the
decline of job value and overall workplace
satisfaction. It's behavior has also created the The
customer base called, ewwww do I dare say it?
"REGULARS" The lazidasical approach to beautiful
women has devalued the entertainers. Less clothing
Less money NO Entertainment. Crappy Stage sets
and Grindhouse lap dances to make up the lackluster
to the industry. 

SEX WORKERS
Oh no honey I would never knock the hustle. I
would like to differentiate for the sake of job
responsibilities. We are not hiring or
employing sex workers. This is not an
opportunity to grow your porn personna. I
would love to help you find your direction in
adult film if that's your goal. I cannot however
help you if you insist being a escort or
prostitute. It's ILLEGAL Honestly!. I'm not a
Sex trafficker or a Pimp, God I'm not even a
house mom. I am a Performance Director and
Choreography Coach. You might be in the
wrong line of work if you are unable meet the
integrity standards of the facilities.

lingerie
hosiery
gowns
gloves
jewelry

ADULT PERFORMING
You do not have to take a DAMN
thing off if you  don't want to. But
that means obviously you must put
a shitload of things on. We are
playing adult dress down so
imagination and accessories will do
the trick. The Basic 5 items you
should wear. 

WHEN TO GET WORRIED

(EXCLUDING FACE MASKS)



SAFE SANE & SECURE

NO MORE BULLSHIT
When you omit yourself from the clusterfuck of mis
communication, transaction misrepresentation, and
sexual expectation for monetary value, you will find
freedom from sexual harassments, unwanted sexual
advances, sexual obsession. As I mentioned you are
no longer misleading customers in a longterm
relationship of a possibility for a relationship or
sexual coitus. No worries about obsessive customers,
lurking in the parking lot after your shift following you
home. You can simple be an entertainer for the night
and GO THE FUCK HOME to your cats and collection
of beanie babies.

You are Museum not a Gift Shop
The only access or interactions the customers
will have with you is the opportunity to tip
you, Buy your merchandise, Autograph meet
and Greet and of course you online club
profile. You are UNTOUCHABLE. You are the
beautiful chandeliers we place high up in the
sky. We don't want guests climbing walls to
attempt to swing from our chandeliers. From
our Chandelie-eeeeeeeeeeers. You are to be
seen not to be touched.

YOU CAN DO YOUR JOB

NO MORE  SHITTY SHENANIGANS
No longer are you expected to be an
unqualified marriage counselor for a one
sided case study. The guests that would
normally visit a strip club or gentlemen's club
will MOST LIKELY NOT visit this
establishment. You will be greeted with a
customer base of high affluent non sexually
repressed confident enthusiastic  patrons
who enjoy fine dining and great
entertainment. A dress code may not be
applied but a code of ethics will. You no
longer have to worry about a metal detector
or irrational stalker or ex boyfriend because
your saftey is protected even more now that
our bouncers and security team can focus on
just you.

SOMETHING SO REFRESHING ABOUT BEING IN
A NON THREATENING WORK ENVIROMENT!



BECOMING A PERFORMER
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Fans will email and DM you questions on your
Instagram. You should respond fast to their
inquiries; otherwise, you might lose good tips
that night

Social media will bring more people to your
show than relying on print ads in the
neighborhood. The dance scene is connected,
and everyone knows each other. Once you're
featured on people’s stories, the word will get
out, and you’ll get noticed by hundreds of
people who never knew you existed. This
process allows you to sell your merchandise
and receive more coverage tips and show
dates.

STEPS YOU TAKE
 Build in our Local Community

Our local scene might be smaller than those of
large cities. We might even be the only Adult
Dinner Theater in the entire area. You need to
take charge as the community leaders and
engage with other performers in your area.

By creating a professional exotic dancer
personna, you have the opportunity to be a
live theater actor. We want Wild, Crazy and
Fun performers who are excited to do their
jobs to the best of their ability.



CLASS STRUCTURE

Pole Fitness Then and Now
Look back at the history and origins of pole fitness to
understand the roots, before looking at pole fitness in
today’s society. There was so much to overcome as
women business owners embarking on an industry
mostly run by men. Treat this as a sport and prepare your
body like an athlete

Warming Up and Cooling Down
As part of  Pole Control Studio’s class structure, we safely
guide you through a thorough warm up, before the pole
fitness part of the class even begins. Then, cool down
ready for rest and relaxation at the end of the workout.
Mobility, pulse raiser, stretching, general and specific.
Learn the theory and rationale behind warming up and
cooling down.

Anatomy
Knowing the functions and anatomical labels within the
human musculoskeletal structure will greatly improve
your pole fitness ability. Understanding which muscles
are working to stabilize, lift and control each part of the
body.  This will help you to guide you safely through the
maneuvers, improve your technique and prevent injuries.

Management & Safety
This vital part  comprises of a lot of information
that a pole fitness student needs to know. There
is nothing more important than your health and
safety  during a pole fitness class. From
disclaimers, to insurance requirements, to the
poles and the studio itself, all elements of
Beginner Level class health and safety are
covered. More about class management, music
licensing, management of  professional
development and the Code of Ethical Conduct are
also discussed within this part.

TRAINEE PERFORMERS
Planning to Attend Classes
The class template is provided so that you can practice at your
own pace. This is the actual class planning structure used by
Pole Control Studios Learning  styles are discussed to help
trainee performers to understand the varying needs of the
fans. This will help in the successful planning of solos and
group performances
 
What's covered in Planning & Teaching classes:

Beginner Level gripping positions. All the different ways of
holding the pole all have specific names, and they’re worth
knowing as they will assist your move breakdowns when
performing what you learn.

Conditioning exercises are another essential component . With
over 20 exercises, not including modifications, all parts of the
body are strengthened and toned. Conditioning exercises are
relevant at all levels of pole fitness,  Conditioning improves
both strength and technique and helps to prevent injury.

Learn how to create  Beginner Level routines. Routines
comprise of sequences of tricks, spins, transitional moves and
floor work.

Beginner Level syllabus
A breakdown of each of the 130+ movements, with
photographs and videos, from The Polearn App syllabus. The
pre-written move breakdowns are used to help trainee
performer learn as well as discover common links between
move breakdowns. This knowledge will enable trainees
performers to analyze and explain movements outside of The
Polearn App syllabus as well.

Assessment Workbook
An additional workbook that guides trainee performer through
every element of their assessments. Know what is required for
the practical assessment presentation and for the written class
plans. All assessments are clearly structured, therefore,
Trainee performers will know exactly what is required of them
to pass the assessments.



Products We Will Sell
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Being a performer comes with great perks and rewards. We don't want to over whelm our 
 dancers with redundant sales jobs. The days of Lap dances, Private Rooms and Champagne
rooms are over. The option to make additional income from items that guests would love to buy
and collect. Regardless if the items are associated with a 3rd party affiliate, It is always a great way
to connect our businesses with reputable professionals. 

Companies like X-Pole, Pleasers, BeesKnees, Cutebooty, are all affiliates that pay us directly for
connecting them with our students and performers. Most performers don't know where to find
Dancer supplies in their local adult stores so we are here guide them through the buying process
and the companies offer us a kickback.

school GEAR
Our school stores are exclusive for Pole Control Studios members ONLY.
Our logo items and custom shop items are a must for all the serious
students to represent

dancer SHOES
Our website has all of our stores and affiliates in one place. UPSCALE
STRIPPER is our go to for all wholesale pole gear and competition
costumes.

grip AIDES
All aerial classes require some form of grip aide to train longer. We have
created our own brand of grip aid called BARE HANDS. it's a special
homemade recipe we created for all apparatus.

MAKE MORE MONEY 
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CAN YOU HANDLE THIS JOB? 



WORKSHEET
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CHOOSING A CARREER IN ADULT CABERET THEATER  CAN BE TOUGH IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHERE
TO BEGIN. ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS HONETLY TO SEE IF THIS INDUSTRY IS THE RIGHT FIT FOR
YOU.

How much cash will I have at risk?

How much time will it consume?

Do I currently have other obligations that will prevent me from
giving the business 100 percent? if so what are they?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

ANSWER THIS



WORKSHEET
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Suppose my new job provides less income than I expected. How
long should I stick with it?

If my new job doesn’t work out, how easily will I be able to pick
myself up and move along to the next endeavor?

Am I looking at starting a in this business from a position of
relative strength – feeling good about myself and feeling I am
relatively well off – or am I looking at starting in this business
from a position of relative weakness – recently laid off from a job
and being behind on my bills?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Would there be a better time for me to start a  at a new job?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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Typically speaking, over 75% of the
woman I see in class are everyday
people who are moms our of shape. 
 Many don’t go to the gym on a regular
basis.  Most of those girls cannot hold
their own body weight on the pole.  In
addition, rarely will they be able to do
one Pull Up on the pole.



Be sure your pole is squeaky clean and don’t
use ANY body lotions, don’t even use it within
24 hours of doing pole.  Oils from the lotions
are absorbed into the skin and will seep back
out after you start to sweat.

Simply washing the lotion off your skin is not
enough.  If you can’t live without lotion during
these times, consider switching to 97% pure
aloe vera gel for moisture on your skin.  The
pure aloe vera gel can be used up to 10
minutes before you pole dance.  For those of
you with dry skin, it may improve your grip on
the dance pole.

Do pole “pull-ups” exercises three times a
week to develop strength.  Once you get
stronger, the life of pole dancing will be easier
and more fun!  In the meantime, you can
enjoy learning floor work, and grounded turns
like pirouettes, half-turns, backslides, and
plies. 

Lastly but most importantly, don’t skimp on
the nutrition.  80% of you success to drop
weight, gain muscle, and be more fit is in your
diet, not your exercise regimen.  Learn to eat
healthier for fat loss, get quality lean protein,
and ditch junk carbs like sugar, bread, pasta,
and desserts.

Don’t give up and just let some of your
discouragement go as if it would a natural
phase of learning pole, just like puberty, it
sucks but it will pass with time.

Try different grips and don’t be afraid to
combine them.  People have different skin
types and sweat differently, find your unique
blend.  BUT remember, grip aid is a tool and
should never replace the strength you need
in your hands to grip.

Give yourself time to develop strength in
your hands.  Muscles need time to grow so
keep trying by gripping with BOTH hands on
the pole at all times.  Just trying once or
twice a day will make a HUGE difference in a
few short weeks.

So relax!!!  By the end of 8 weeks practicing
pole, you will notice a big difference in your
strength, the body adapts faster than you think!
Here are some suggestions to help you get
through this common problem:

WHY YOU NEED POLE TRAINING
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GETTING STARTED



EMPOWERMENT
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The misconception to shed who you are and 
 transform into another personality is over. We
want you to be yourself, Magnified! That means
the woman who plays loud music while  house
cleaning , the woman singing in the shower, the
lady dancing in the mirror getting ready for an
exciting night out. 
The personna you choose should be strong and
sexy. All of the shows are catered to the theme
of strong beautiful sexy women in charge. Being
we are putting on a performance,  simple
preparations need to be met daily to pull this
off. If you do not understand theatrics include
hair, makeup, costuming and showmanship
then we will not produce a quality performance
to a very niche exclusive clientele.

BE YOURSELF

It's always admirable to want to train like the
pole stars and inspirational aerialists from
youtube and beyond. We offer additional
training options for Headliners to attend
international events including: Pole Camps, Pole
+ Aerial Competitions, Pole Expos, Pole Show
ect.

As one of the original pioneers in this industry,
we have been honored to be a part of amazing
success the combination of pole dance and
aerial arts in the music and television industry.
We perform because we love what we do and
strive to do more and better everytime. It begins
by having discipline.

Come to work EARLY
Bling out your beautiful body
Show this audience a Dynamite Diva Doll or
Dime. We will wow them with a dynamic  show.
I'll teach you how.

Utilize your VIP lounge and training facility often
and lets see if my prediction serves me right
about this industry. The industry understands
it's power is in the GIRLS. The time is now to
change the idea of what his industry is and what
it can be.

But most of all, understand how to have fun!
You are really a fun facilitator in disguise as a 
 BADGLCSHPLTP. Just be Yourself and you will
do amazing here. You have 1 show to impress
"this" auidence. Make it Magic!



LOGISTICS
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Once designated to a Group sign up and show up
to that rehearsal class designed specifically for
your group.
Sign up for class or Open studio practice time
solo or with group members during class times.

Meetings on Sundays 3pm in person or zoom
Rehearsals are weekdays 5pm-9pm 
Group A- 5pm-6pm
Group B- 6pm-7pm
Group C- 7pm-8pm
Group D- 8pm-9pm
Online Classes 10am-1pm
Stretch 10 am
Pole 101 11am
Lyra 101 12pm
Exotic Pole 1pm
Private classes  2pm-5pm
Practice Daily using your studio access

HOW WILL THIS ALL WORK

UNLIMITED MANICURE SERVICES
UNLIMITED MAKEUP & SKINCARE
IN-HOUSE SELECTION OF HIGH END
PREMIUM  HAIR AND FREE INSTALLS
CUSTOM COSTUMES
MASSAGES
TANNING

Attending Club meetings
Showing up EARLY for show dates
Using your practice time at the studio
Service hours as studio monitor
Service hours as Kids Captain

Club 78 will pay the tuition fees for every
employee to have a VIP membership and Private
VIP access to Pole Control Studios. Costs cover
$769.00 - 1 year class pass (50 Classes)
$1,200.00 - VIP add on ($99.00 monthly)
$5,000.00 - Adult BED_U CAT+ION
 -Tools
- Resources
- Materials

My service fees are $6969.00 per dancer
annually. The club also provides  Beauty and
Styling services for additional fees that are
covered by additional service providers in your
annual tuition.

At $0 costs to you. But there's a catch!

 It's a tuition so you must keep it valid by
participation.

Shifts are 4pm-11pm and  
7pm-1am

this means you may arrive no later than 3:30 or 6:30
hair and makeup completed or arrive 3:00 pm or
6pm for princess pampering that's included in your
annual tuition. Some taxes Tips and fees may apply 
The rule is if you come early you can leave early but if
you come late you MUST stay late. If you miss a shift,
you'll work as tip runner, stage kitten or my assistant
for the next meeting. There are no exceptions.
THE SHOW MUST GO ON!



RESPONSIBILITIES

The club pays for your tuition, So consider
yourself a Scholarship recipient to attend Adult
performing Arts school. Your tuition is covered
because they are investing in your talent. You
have only 4 hour shifts unless you want to work
double shifts. For the use of the performance
training facility you must earn the rights to its
many luxuries and decadence. Share your time
to earn more time. 

Group Leader=3
Every week, in Sunday meeting we will select and
go over the weeks show. All performers will be
designated a group based on the show selected
and shift available.  Each group of 3 or more
performers will assign a group leader. Group
leaders are in charge of correlating schedules.
Group leaders will have a list of other
responsibilities to assist Performance Director in
the production of the upcoming weeks show.

Studio Monitor=5
Front Desk, or fill in reception duties are
required. If every performer takes part in
every job duty you will learn how to run a
business yourself and you should
consider my franchise opportunity. Studio
Monitor cleans equipment after open pole
and online classes. Wipe down all shared
equipment. They close out store sales and
handle store inquires.

Kids Captain=7
Shifts are no longer than 4 hours so it will
be possible for your kids to have a safe
space to play while mom is working or
working out. The studio hosts a separate
area for a  after school playtime with a
responsible adult. Kids Captain monitors
the 3 yr-11 yr old kids of our Pole
students during class or Performance
artists during shows. The zone will have
games, books a business center and a
television for entertainment. NO
NAPPING NO RESTING!

TUITION COVERAGE

= amount of hours earned

BEING ON TIME FOR SHIFTS=2
HEADLINE A SOLO SHOW = 4
INSTRUCTOR/SUBSITUTE = 10

EARN STUDIO TIME



RULES

No touching the customers
No dating the customers
Arrive in shift 30 mins -1hour early

3 VIOLATIONS IN 90 DAYS WILL RESULT IN TERMINATION
1ST VERBAL WARNING
2ND VIOLATION IS WRITTEN
3RD IS A EVALUATION
4TH VIOLATION WILL RESULT IN TERMINTION- ALL contests of
termination should be take up with management
if you're late/ leave early you get a warning

if you physically disrespect any other performers or threaten their
safety you may get a multiple violation warning of verbal and written.
Do Not Sit on your phone in front of customers
Do Not Give out your number or address
Do Not Straddle or kiss the customers 
You can drink but are NOT allowed to get drunk.
You may not  take non prescribed drugs (No Recreational Drugs)
No Weapons
Rudeness to staff, co workers or customers is strictly prohibited
Ensure you give the customer the show they paid for. If you breach
the rules you can be temporarily or permanently suspended. 
Constant breach of rules will result in termination and Blacklisting
DO NOT OFFER TO EXCHANGE SEXUAL FAVORS WITH CUSTOMERS.

DO NOT SHOW UP LATE
Tardiness and no shows will result in a poor performances and cancelled
shows. It's a team effort and you must be available for the shifts you sign up for



CUSTOMER ETTIQUETTE

The clubs patrons will adhere to all the girls
commandments. If you can think of any others let us
add it to the list.

Thou shall have no other distractions before me
 I am the Performer, thy entertainer, who brought you out
of your house of boredom, and thou shall have no other
distractions before me.

Texting thy booty call can probably wait another three to
seven minutes, so put your damn phone away. Place a
couple dollars on the rack for the tip runner to bring to me.
Mine is a divine performance, and thou shall pay attention. 

Thou shall not record or photograph thine divine image
It’s illegal by the laws of Man. In most states it's actually a
Class A Misdemeanor to record in a club without legal
release from model. Performers want to be famous in the
club -- our temple -- not on YouTube.

 Thou shall not present thy junk
Nobody wants to see selfies of your neither: not your
girlfriend, not your Snapchat buddies, and certainly not a
performer. It is a true test of a dancer's poker face when
presented with a picture of a stranger’s Linus during an
autograph session. 

Thou shall provide alms
Paying a cover fee alone doesn’t make you entitled to gaze
at a dancer’s divine visage. Us performers beat up our
bodies doing Olympics-level pole tricks. If you can’t afford
to see Cirque du Soleil, you definitely shouldn’t be going to
this club., Handeth over thy bucks says the law.

Thou shall Honor thy dancer. 
Thou shall not covet attention
Encouraging your girlfriend to lap-hump on you at the bar
or at the rack isn't arousing to anyone, even Folks are here
for a show, not a spectacle you’ve created..

COMMANDMENTS
Thou shall not lick or kiss
Heathen. One sure way to guarantee yourself a spot
on our BLACKLIST is to make the stripper nervous
that she might suddenly be bathed in your saliva.
My neck is for my lover and my forehead is for my
Mom. So please keep your mouth closed and away.

Thou shall not grope
Grabbing a performers body parts to see her tattoo
is one of the biggest no-no’s. If you say, “I just want
to see your tattoo,” you’re even worse. What was
decreed in kindergarten still stands: look with your
eyes, not your hands. Otherwise the bouncer's going
to look with his hands while kicking you out.

Thou shall not covet my time
Telling a performer you “don't tip but that you'd
rather "take her out for dinner” is the best way to
ensure that she spins on her stilettos and never
speaks to you again.

Thou shall respect thy dancers
That other dancer you just made a rude comment
about, She’s my coworker. She’s my friend.
Regardless, women are smart enough to know that
a real compliment doesn’t rely on denigration of
another woman. That’s a competition none of us
agreed to.

Thou shall not steal
Nothing reeks of desperation more than attempting
to steal tips from a working woman. It happens
more than you’d think. I’ve given into wrath and
chased men who took tips from my stage. Thou
shall not beat the crap out of a thieving scumbag is
not one of our commandments... or one of the
bouncers



COVID PRECAUTIONS

Steps to take
Stay home and monitor your health
Stay home for 14 days after your last contact with a
person who has COVID-19Watch for fever (100.4◦F),
cough, shortness of breath, or other symptoms of
COVID-19
If possible, stay away from others, especially people
who are at higher risk for getting very sick from
COVID-19

Quarantine or isolation: What's the
difference?

Quarantine keeps someone who might have been
exposed to the virus away from others.

Isolation keeps someone who is infected with the
virus away from others, even in their home.

Who needs to quarantine?
People who have been in close contact with someone who
has COVID-19—excluding people who have had COVID-19
within the past 3 months.

People who have tested positive for COVID-19 do not need to
quarantine or get tested again for up to 3 months as long as
they do not develop symptoms again. People who develop
symptoms again within 3 months of their first bout of COVID-
19 may need to be tested again if there is no other cause
identified for their symptoms.

What counts as close contact?

You were within 6 feet of someone who has COVID-19 for a
total of 15 minutes or more
You provided care at home to someone who is sick with
COVID-19
You had direct physical contact with the person (hugged or
kissed them)
You shared eating or drinking utensils
They sneezed, coughed, or somehow got respiratory droplets
on you

YOUR HEALTH IS OUR FOCUS

 Masks should be worn anytime a guests moves
from their table, or anytime you interact with
guest less than 6 ft away.

Positivity rate above 5% indicates that the virus is
widespread in the community, and that there are
likely more residents who have COVID-19 that
have not been tested. We have a brief window of
opportunity to get our cases under control, or our
county will be moved to Level 3 and face even
more restrictions,

● Avoid close contact and stay more than 6 feet
away from others.
● You are required to wear a mask while at the
establishment at all times, except while actively
eating or drinking.

● Wash your hands often, especially after leaving the
stages, with soap and water for at
least 20 seconds. If soap is not available, alert the
staff to replenish and use an alcohol-based hand
sanitizer that
contains at least 60% alcohol.
● Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with
unwashed hands.
● Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue or your
sleeve (not your hands) and immediately
throw the tissue in the trash.
● If possible, use touchless payment methods. If you
must handle money, a card, or use a
keypad, use hand sanitizer or wash your hands
immediately after.
● If you are at higher risk for severe illness, you
should avoid visiting restaurants and bars
providing dine-in services. People at higher risk for
severe illness include adults 65 or older and
people of any age who have serious underlying
medical conditions.



EARN MORE
MONEY

JOIN MY TEAM OF FRANCHISEES



BECOME AN OWNER
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I always said, Amazing women make great sports team owners. Say for instance you master
Pole and now wish to own your own studio, We give you the tools to operate and run your
own school. Inquire about Management opportunities at any Pole Control Studios facility to
begin the process of Franchisee training.
Meetings are great to connect with our team of amazing pole studio owners and beyond. Its
important to make those connections strong by building with each other a foundation of
understanding the direction of the company. Your franchise/license will ensure the best in
education and business tools to grow your location at the pace you are willing to work at.
 Join our partners on Instagram be informed of any future opportunities to grow with the
Pole Control Studios team.

JOIN A GROWING TEAM

@polecontrolstudios
@polecontrolstudiosVIPclub
@polefashionals
@aerialenvironments
@aerialhooptricks
@aerialartsassociation
@cirqfitinstructors
@cirqfit
@poletrickoftheday

@hollywoodspoleworld
@polekarri
@cl_maxx
@aussietwerK
@polenstuff

We are performance artists at heart who love to
share what we know. This industry is so niche we
really can rely on each other for building our
professional dancer resumes and our business
portfolios at the same time. 

We are always hiring enthusiastic instructors and
performers daily. We offer in house additional
training and certification options. We are expanding
to Franchising and licensing options and we hope
you are on the path to a career with us in the Fitness
Industry, Where not even the sky is the limit.



RESPONSIBILITIES

Lead pole fitness classes for different skills
levels and different lengths of time
Create routines that cater to varying goals
and skills levels
Select music to play during classes, and
choreograph dance moves for routines
Provide instructions and motivate students
during class
Ensure students are engaging in safe
practices while taking class to avoid injuries

The following job responsibilities are common
for individuals in pole fitness instructor roles:

HIRE GREAT INSTRUCTORS
Pole fitness instructors lead classes and routines
commonly incorporate both cardio exercise
through dancing and strength training through
climbing, hanging, and swinging on the pole. 

Rather than lifting weights or running, pole
fitness provides a fun and entertaining means of
using one’s own body weight to lose fat, build
muscle, and work toward a defined figure. Pole
fitness instructors lead these classes and teach
students how to work out on poles.

JOB DESCRIPTION
The role of the pole fitness instructor is to
establish different types of routines that cater
to different class lengths and different skill
levels. The instructor may offer an
introductory course that lasts only 30 minutes
and allows students to learn the basics of pole
aerobics. For another class, they may cater to
advanced students, offering longer class
lengths and featuring more complex pole
acrobats. Pole fitness instructors develop
these routines, choose motivational music,
and choreograph dance moves.

Because students in pole fitness classes are
often hanging upside down or performing
other potentially dangerous moves, another
important role of the pole fitness instructor is
making sure students are engaging in safety
best practices during classes. They motivate
students to do their best while also making
sure students don’t perform acrobats they’re
not yet prepared for, putting themselves and
other students in dangerous situations. The
pole fitness instructor works to develop
routines that promote safety, and engages in
practices that discourage risky behavior.



DAILY TASKS
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Studio operations are simplified for everyone to take a part of. Monthly training is available for
cleaning protocol and studio maintenance. Additional training offers higher studio pay options to
thse who participate.

WEEKLY BI WEEKLY MONTHLY ANNUALLY

Opening Duties
Turn on OPEN sign

Turn off Alarm

Turn on lights

Turn on Music

Set up T.V Visuals

Wipe and Sanitize

STUDIO OPERATIONS

Refill Alcohol

Roll up towels

Replace floor mat

Sweep aerial floor

Change the calendar

Sanitary and emergency



DAILY TASKS
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We often have after school activities for members and their guests which require carpooling
arrangements from the studio to the establishment.  We also hold activities at the studio which
require a different cleaning protocol.

WEEKLY BI WEEKLY MONTHLY ANNUALLY

Closing Duties
Turn on OFF sign

Turn ON Alarm

Turn OFF lights

Turn OFF Music

Turn OFF T.V's

Wipe and Sanitize

STUDIO OPERATIONS

Take out garbage

Wash hand towels

Wipe front desk

Sanitize crash mats

Sanitize cubby stools

Lock front door leave out back



PERFORMANCE
DIRECTOR

CHOREOGRAPHY COACH

INTRODUCING YOUR



Holly Woods never stops dreaming
about what's next.

Living in Hartford CT, the  entrepreneur has taken
on a variety of projects throughout the years,
including working at corporate jobs, building a

branding adult entertainment agency of her own
and helping to run a local nonprofit."There's just so

many ways to make money now," she says. 

"We're so fortunate to be in this era where [if] you
have the internet, you can make money. Rent your

apartment on airbnb, sell your carpooling service on
UBER or LYFT. You can get on Fiverr, taskrabbit, ect

and offer someone to do any odd job at your
respected comparitible price. You can go out and
sell your personal things on Poshmark or create a
entire clothing line on CustomizeGrrl, Redbubble

and RageOn There's just so many different ways to
make money."

Growing up with an entrepreneurial mindset that
began early, Woods learned to hustle to achieve her

goals.  Her life story would be compared to the
movie :Slumdog Millionaire” for every on the job

training opportunity she received she persevered in
such a fantastical fashion HollyWood producers had
to come knocking to hear her story. Here's how she

started with nothing and now earns six figures.

ABOUT ME



MONEY MATTERS
What she earns

What Woods makes each year varies but, in a typical year she brings in
between $180,000 and $350,000, primarily as a brand ambassador for several
companies. She runs her own adult entertainment agency, TDL, The Diamond

League An Adult entertainment Agency, which specializes in brand and
business development for independent contractors, Burlesque dancers,

Sensual Arts Cirque Performers and exotic entertainers in the adult industry. 

Woods started the business with the contacts she made during her time
working for Gentlemen's clubs touring throughout the country during college

and built it out from there.Although Woods has held numerous corporate jobs
since she graduated from SUNY Albany in Albany, New York, she has developed

extracurricular projects as well. "I've always been building my network on the
side because you never know what can happen," she says. "It's always good to
have something to fall back on."She started her pole dance studio out of her
apartment  and, after the recession in 2008, decided to pursue the business

full-time. 

Hard work is in her nature. She was born in  Queens NY and moved to the
Florida with her mother's family when she was seven. Once there, she and her
mother's family lived in a one-bedroom bungalow in Apalachicola with a huge

extended family and other relatives for over a decade. "My experience with
money was seeing my family hustle," she says. "They were contractors and

locksmiths and everyone was pooling money."That mindset still affects how she
looks at her finances today. "Every dollar I spend, I think of how I can make

three dollars to cover it," she says. "I buy a purse for $200 and I'm like, 'Where
am I going to make $600 tomorrow?'"



What she learned
It's one of the things she loves about running her

own business. "That's the beauty of freelance,
where you could reach out to people and just come

up with a concept or an idea for a business," she
says.However, being an entrepreneur poses

organizational and financial challenges. "I'm putting
aside money to pay for taxes every year. I'm

keeping receipts," she says. "Every dollar counts
when you have your own adult agency and work for

yourself.

"Woods has also earned a substantial amount from
cryptocurrency over the past year. At her friend

Camachos’ suggestion, she invested in bitcoin early
on. When the cryptocurrency began to surge in late

2017 , "He called me and said, 'Get out!'" Woods
recalls. "He said, 'You will never see a return on

anything like this in your life again.'" She cashed out
when the coin hit $19,000.Woods still dabbles in

other alt-coins but sees cryptocurrency more as a
hobby than a long-term investment plan. Unlike the

stock market, which is open only at certain times,
cryptocurrency never stops, so Woods is able to

trade whenever she has free time. "The beauty of
crypto is that it's 24/7," she says.

GROWING EVERYDAY



What she Gives
What she gives In her spare time, Woods

volunteers at the Hartford Chapter of LinkHerﾙ , a
career readiness program that provides female

high school and college students and
professionals based on ANY career and

educational path.

The Females’ Center of Excellence and Leadership
prepared female college students for the ‘real
world’. As a student organization Xcel provided

developmental programs and events, such as the
On The Road to Xcellence Women’s Conference.

 Xcel, Inc. has offered programs and services,
including myRetreat™, LinkHer™, The Women’s
Networking Event, and myWorld™, that support

the personal, educational and professional
development of women and girls.

Although the time she puts into the nonprofit far
outweighs her financial contributions, Woods also

ends up giving between $3,000 and $4,000 to
LinkHer each year. The expense is more than
worth it to her: "It's just nice to be able to do

something that can challenge young women to
take on more leadership roles," she says..

PHILANTROPY



EXPENSES
What she Spends

Here's a breakdown of everything Woods spends in a
typical month.
Rents: $3,664

Woods's $3,664 rent covers her two-bedroom apartment
in Downtown Hartford, and her Aerial Arts dance studio

She previously lived in Hartford's trendy SoDo
neighborhood and she paid $2,200 for a brownstone and
hosted her classes in her home. Moving uptown, where

she's able to get far more space for her money, was worth
it, she says. Her rent has increased, but she's able to save
on other expenses as well: "Downtown, I was paying $4.99
for an coffee and up here you have an coffee for $1.99. My

food expenses have definitely gone down significantly
since I moved uptown."

Health insurance: $400
Woods pays $400 for the cheapest insurance that's

available to her. It's still a considerable expense, but "you
just have to have health insurance, especially when you're

in your early-blahs," she says.

Groceries: $400
Woods focuses on cooking as many meals as possible at
home and spends between $180 and $300 on groceries
every two weeks."I love to cook. I find that that's a great

way to save money," she says. And even though she
receives a number of free dinners from clients and

business partnerships, "my goal is to eat at home at least
breakfast every single day."



MORE EXPENSES

What she Spends

Transportation: $800
Woods typically purchases one unlimited ct railcard  per

month and spends an additional $770 on her Lexus
RX350, which she takes everywhere from client meetings

to scouting venues for events. Because the majority of her
transportation needs are for work, she's able to expense

most of the costs.
Everything else
Internet: $185

Electricity: $200
Netflix and Sirius Radio: $40

iPhone: $180
Alarm: $43

Constant Contact/MindBody: $450

Woods receives many Free incentives from affiliates such
as a free spa services, gym memberships and food

delivery services through one of her barters partnerships.
Her other costs, such as meals out with friends and

donations to charities and GOFUNDME campaigns, vary.



SAVINGS + RETIREMENT

What she Saves

Short-term savings
Woods aims to save between 10 and 15 percent of what she brings in each

month, although it can fluctuate.
Annually, she budgets between $10,000 and $15,000 of her savings for travel.

Every year, she aims to visit a pole convention or expo, go on a winter
vacation and take a trip for her birthday, which is in July. "I believe in spending

money on experiences, not materialistic things," she says.
Although it's a major expense, travel is one of Woods's top priorities, so she

makes room for it in her budget. "I think you have to see the world," she says.
"You have to see different cultures just to better understand yourself and

people around you."

Retirement savings
Woods opened her first retirement savings plan, a 401(k), in college, while she

was working at a AMES. "I actually worked at AMES for five years when they
were union, so that's all been building since," she explains.

She rolled the money over into a Roth IRA when she moved on. "Every time I
have taken a corporate job, whether it's been for a little bit or on my own, I'm
always putting into that fund," she says. She also has a small amount growing

in another 401(k) account from a previous job.
Woods puts around 5 percent of her monthly savings toward retirement, she
says, but because her income can be unpredictable, her contributions vary: "If

I do an event and bring in $20,000 from it, obviously I'll put a portion of that
aside. Then there's months where I'm not putting anything aside.".



GETTING TO
KNOW YOU

NOW THAT YOU ARE FAMILY



BIOGRAPHY
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WHAT SPECIAL TALENT, WITCHERY, MAGIC OR SKILLS DO
YOU ALREADY INHABIT?

WHAT TYPE OF HAIR, NAILS, SKIN, BEAUTY & MAKEUP
PRODUCTS DO YOU USE?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

WHY ARE YOU A GOOD FIT FOR THIS JOB?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________



PERSONAL
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WHAT ARE YOUR PRIORITIES IN LIFE? (SCHOOL, WORK,
KIDS)

WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST CONCERN ABOUT THIS INDUSTRY?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

WHY ARE YOUR GOALS FOR THE NEXT 3 YEARS?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________



SIZE CHART
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STAGE NAME:

BIRTHDATE:

EMAIL

PHONE/CELL

EMERGENCY#

TOWN/STATE

BUST:

WAIST:

HIPS:

INSEAM:

SHOE:

HAT:

GLOVES:

_____________________________________________

_______
/         /

_________________________________

__________________________

(            )               -

(            )               -

AGE:

CUT TEAR OR PREFORATE 


